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**For Site Map**
- Scale of Map
- Loading Areas
- Parking Lots
- Internal Roads
- Storm and Sewer Drains
- Adjacent Property Use
- Locations and Names of Adjacent Streets and Alleys
- Access and Egress Points and Roads

**For Sub-Site Map**
- Scale of Map
- Locations of Each Storage Area
- Location of Each Hazardous Material Handling Area
- Location of Emergency Response Equipment
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Scale:
1” = _____
IV. California Annotated Site Map - Instructions

Attach a map of the facility using the standard grid. As a minimum, the map should show the following:

1. Site Layout
   - Scale of map
   - Site Orientation (north, south, etc.)
   - Loading areas
   - Parking lots
   - Internal roads
   - Storm and sewer drains
   - Adjacent property use
   - Locations and names of adjacent streets and alleys
   - Access and egress points and roads

2. Facility
   - Location of each storage area
   - Location of each hazardous material handling area
   - Location of emergency response equipment. For example, equipment for fire suppression, approach and mitigation, protective clothing, medical response, etc.